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Abstract---As the world is moving towards dynamism so is 

the technology. This article is to propose a dynamic 

methodology in PLM tool. According to industry need this 

paper aims to define a solution as to develop a custom view 

in Teamcenter to have a “Dynamic view” for items in 

Teamcenter. The proposed  methods is to use Service 

Oriented Architectures, which best suitable to solve the 

problem of service personalization in large smart 

environments like PLM; where number of potential users, 

data and potentially available services is rapidly growing. 

Methodology is to design a service which will search the 

database for all level parent items in the assembly according 

to the Where Used and represent the result in a tabular view. 

Then user can easily analyze the impacts of item which will 

save the time of data searching and help to effectively 

manage the BOM. 

Key words: PLM, Teamcenter customization, SOA, RAC, 

BOM and Where Used Search. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Teamcenter incorporates all elements of product data, from 

concept to disposal. This work aims at defining new 

business opportunities through proposing a new tool 

according to industry need; i.e., developing a custom view 

in Teamcenter to have a “Dynamic view” for items which is 

fundamental object used to manage the information in 

Teamcenter. Proposal is to design and develop a service 

which will search the database for all level parent items 

using child item in the assembly according to where used 

and plot the result in a tabular view with all the necessary 

details with it. 

The results will help user so as to analyze the 

impacts of item which will affect the assembly or business 

process. The results will be plotted in a run time 

environment which will save the time of data searching. 

Teamcenter do provide the functionality of where 

used search in Teamcenter, but it require a special attention 

without the necessary or rather complete information. Also, 

users need to have number of clicks to get the required 

results. This is a time consuming activity and increases the 

work of user when the assembly has several BOM lines. 

These factors pushed us to raise a need to customize the 

Teamcenter Unified Software to fulfill the requirement.  

II. DYNAMIC FRAMEWORK 

The design of enterprise information systems has gone 

through a great change in recent years. In order to respond 

to requirements of business for flexibility and dynamism, 

traditional monolithic applications are being challenged by 

smaller compose-able units of functionality known as 

services. Information systems thus need to be re-tailored to 

fit this paradigm, with new applications developed as 

services and legacy systems to be updated in order to expose 

service interfaces. Teamcenter is successful to adopt 

paradigms of service-oriented architectures (SOA). With the 

goal of enabling dynamics and adaptability of business 

processes, SOA builds a service-level view on organizations 

conforming to principles of well-defined and loosely 

coupled services which are reusable, discoverable and 

compose-able. 

Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) aims to 

simplify development and delivery of new business 

functionalities, enabling service reusability and 

interoperability and reducing development and maintenance 

costs. Meanwhile, current business and scientific 

applications continuously pose stricter requirements for 

performance, availability, security, scalability, privacy, 

usability and flexibility. 

A. Why to opt for customization? 

PLM is a broader concept it encompasses all the information 

regarding a particular product throughout its life and 

manages it at a centralized database. Opting for 

customization is to meet so it meets company’s product life 

cycle management needs and users’ working preferences. 

Managing the data throughout its life is one issue and 

second mainly to keep track of change. Now-a-days, many 

issues deals with data management where-as change is also 

a very important aspect which we are focusing in this article.  

When a particular component is changed in an 

assembly it affects other components as well as the whole 

assembly. Hence, before replacing or changing that 

particular component User should be aware of the 

consequence incorporated with the change.The proposed 

method dynamically searches the database according to 

where used of items in assemblies and to plot the result in 

tabular view. The tabular view should contains all the 

necessary information regarding particular item revision like 

item id, revisions, release status of the parent item, levels for 

parents, etc.. Then user can easily analyze the impacts of 

item which save the time of data searching. 

B. Industry Need. 

Based on Industry survey below are need identified: 

 Designer need dynamic report on usage of component 

to take the right decision while developing new product 

or variant of product. 

 During change management, designer needs a dynamic 

report on component to decide on its replacement with 

new component. 
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 At present PLM system is not providing dynamic view 

of this information to designer 

 At present PLM system does have similar static 

functionality which calls for separate attention and not 

giving complete information in expected format and 

also calls for more number of clicks to get this 

information. 

III. SOA SERVICES 

A service is a collection of Teamcenter actions (service 

operations) that all contribute to the same area of 

functionality. 

A. Service performance. 

Teamcenter client application developers need not 

be concerned with what happens within service requests. 

However, an ill-conceived or poorly implemented object 

property policy can seriously impact system overhead and 

application performance. In a more traditional programming 

model, the functionality of the object property policy is 

included in the business logic of a service, where the 

business logic not only assembles a list of model objects to 

return, but also the property values associated with each of 

those objects. In the Teamcenter Services environment, the 

business logic only determines which objects are returned; 

by default, those objects are returned without any associated 

properties. It is the Teamcenter Services framework’s 

enforcement of the object property policy that retrieves the 

object properties and adds them to the operation’s return 

structure. By allowing the client application developer to 

choose what types and properties comprise an object 

property policy and by providing the capability to set which 

policy is being enforced allows the client application to 

control the amount of data returned by an operation. 

The following figure compares two service 

requests each returning 250 objects. The first service request 

uses an object property policy that only defines one property 

for the given object type, for a total of 250 properties being 

returned, while the second service requests uses an object 

property policy that defines 10 properties for the given 

object type, for a total of 2,500 properties being returned. 

The red section of the bar shows the relative time spent 

inflating properties. This is where the Teamcenter Services 

framework uses the current policy to retrieve the desired 

properties for each object in the Service Data object. 

It does not matter how the properties are distributed 

across the returned objects, whether each object has 10 

properties, or that some object types have 3 properties and 

others have 15. 

Fig.1: Relative Time in Service call for Object Property 

All that matters is the total number of properties 

that the property policy manager of the Teamcenter Services 

framework must retrieve from the database and add to the 

service response. The following figure shows a very linear 

increase in execution time with the increase in total number 

of properties returned. 

 
Fig.2: Execution Time for ‘n’ number of properties. 

Applications should use policies that return the data 

needed for the use cases they support and should not retrieve 

too many properties in case they are required for a 

subsequent operation. 

B. What is Service? 

Teamcenter Services ship with libraries and 

interfaces to build applications in Java, C++, and C# 

(.NET), giving you the flexibility to choose the technology 

that best fits with particular environment and standards. 

Teamcenter Services are used to create loosely coupled 

integrations with Teamcenter, regardless of the 

programming language standards and operating 

environments prevalent in your organization. Teamcenter 

Services also ship with WS-I compliant WSDL files for all 

operations, giving further flexibility and the confidence that 

comes with supporting open industry standards. A service is 

a collection of service operations that all contribute to the 

same area of functionality.  

C. Creating Service. 

A service operation is a function, such as create, 

check-in, check-out, and so on. Service operations are used 

for all internal Teamcenter actions, and are called by 

external clients to connect to the server. Teamcenter provide 

extensions for creating service a codeless method i.e., by 

Business Modular IDE Service Wizard, it is limited as it 

utilizes the pre-defined methods of SOA and hence, to use it 

for the solution first developers need to write the SOA 

functions.  

Teamcenter services do not have a user interface. 

Teamcenter Services is a programming interface or API 

exposed to application developers, rather than a program or 

application in and of itself.  Writing custom service provides 

full functionality to the developers as to write his or her 

custom functions to serve the purpose. Thus its best suited 

for the solution. 

IV. CLIENT SIDE CUSTOMIZATION 

Teamcenter is based on client-server architecture. Both the 

client and server layers can be customized. The client is the 

user interface (UI) layer and is built and customized using 

the Java language (rich client) or JavaScript (thin client) and 

other methods. Client customization means changing how 

the client user interface looks as well as how the client 
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behaves. The client side customization can be used for adding 

new Application in Teamcenter, such as Menu bar, Toolbar, UI 

(User Interface) form on client side. Also it includes the 

customization for ex- form creation, POM classes creation etc. 

as per the organization requirement. 

As the rich client is based on Eclipse, developers 

have access to all Eclipse extension points and OSGi 

services for customization. They can also use Teamcenter-

developed customization techniques. 

V. ROADMAP TO THE SOLUTION 

To achieve the solution lets divide the work into three major 

categories namely: 

A. Developing a Custom View. 

This can be easily achieved using Teamcenter RAC 

customization technology. Steps to create a custom view are 

very clearly explained in the Teamcenter Client 

Customization Programmers Guide under the section 

Sample Rich Client Customization. The project packages in 

Eclipse plug-in project will look somewhat like this. 

 

Fig.3: Structure of Plug-in Java Project for Custom View. 

To create a tabular view in the custom view, the 

developer may use JFace or SWT Java Technology as use of 

SWING is discouraged by Siemens Software Industry. The 

Java code for tabular view is written in MyComView.java 

(this is a sample package snapshot for developers help). The 

project is for selection service. The view must be both a 

selection listener and selection provider and its behaviour 

should be similar to the Details view; so that the “Where 

used” will be dynamic and report will be generated in a run-

time environment. 

B. Custom Service 

Teamcenter provides thousands of services which can be 

access in services references javadoc. This article also 

supports the use of Data Management service. 

The Data Management service exposes operations that are 

common to virtually all Teamcenter applications, including 

the creation and deletion of items, relating items to each 

other, organizing them into folders, attaching bulk data to 

items, and specifying the ownership and identification of 

managed items. It also includes operations for specifying 

item properties and identifying where items are referenced 

or used by other items throughout the system. Developer 

need to combine the requirements so that a single service 

should serve the purpose. Also the service should provide all 

the necessary information to the user such as item id, next 

higher level, status of particular item revision etc. 

C. Implementing the Service 

Once the developer is ready with the custom service the 

job is nearly done, the only work remaining is to implement 

it in a RAC code and map the attributes in tabular view. All 

the information should be systematically plotted in a table so 

that it should be convenient for the end user to interpret it.  

Special care should be taken to manage the partial 

and full errors. Also, as the user has already logged in to the 

Teamcenter so the session has been already established now 

the credential manager which manages the SSO token is put 

into the backstage. Lastly, a very important aspect i.e., 

connection. Connection object manages a connection for a 

single user to a single server. In the most basic case of a 

client application having a single user connecting to a single 

server, the client applications must instantiate and maintain 

a single instance of the connection object. This connection 

object is used to instantiate the appropriate service stubs as 

service operations are invoked by the client application. 

Even though the connection object is instantiated, no 

communication is made on the configured connection until a 

Teamcenter Services operation is actually invoked. A client 

application can support multiple sessions by using multiple 

instances of the connection object. Each instance of the 

connection object maintains a separate session with the 

Teamcenter server and a separate client data model. Each 

service request is invoked with an instance of the connection 

object, so it is the client application’s responsibility to 

manage the different Connection object instances. 

Invoking a Teamcenter service from the available 

client bindings is generally the same and only differs in 

language syntax developer must take care of it. Services are 

accessed through an abstract class or interface for a base 

service. The actual service request goes through a stub 

specific to the transport protocol (HTTP, IIOP, and so on) 

and binding style (SOAP, REST, and so on) that the client 

application is configured to use. The client application is 

responsible for obtaining the correct stub implementation 

through the static getService () method on the base service 

class using information from the Connection object. As 

long as the run-time stub is instantiated by the Teamcenter 

Services framework, the application code can remain neutral 

to the actual transport protocols and binding styles 

configured. 

VI. WORKING 

A. Design of Custom View. 

Without going into any complex customization 

below is the simple flow chart to create a custom view in 

Teamcenter. 

 

Fig.4: Flow Diagram of UI Design for Custom View for 

“Dynamic View”. 
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The UI of custom view is developed using RAC 

with selection listener and selection provider so that 

whenever user click on any item or item revision the tabular 

view get populated at runtime, thus serving the purpose of 

dynamism.  

B. Back-end Working of Custom View. 

Schematic back-end working of custom view is 

illustrated in Fig. 5. User need to enable the Custom View 

i.e., “Dynamic View”. Once the view is enable the 

connection is ready to get invoked as the custom view is 

made up of selection listener and selection provider. So 

whenever user click on any item or item revision the service 

get call and connection get invoked. It will send the item tag 

or item revision tag to the service in return; service will 

search the database for all level parent of that item and 

populate the result in the tabular view.  

User doesn’t need to keep on clicking on parent of 

parent to search for next higher level parent. Instead a single 

click by user will serve the purpose of all level parents 

including the necessary information in the table. This 

supports our solution for dynamism. 

 

Fig.5: Connectivity of Custom View and Database. 

C. Execution of Custom View. 

Ideology of execution for the custom view is 

similar to the details tab view in Teamcenter. It serves 

similar functionality. Basically execution starts when User 

enables the custom view. Though the service is not yet 

invoked but it is now ready to get serve. Service gets a call 

as soon as user clicks on any item or item revision and a 

connection get established. 

Schematic representation of how the view gets 

executed is illustrated below in Fig. 6. 

 

 

Fig.6: Flowchart for Execution of proposed 

solution. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

In this article we have proposed a dynamic methodology for 

PLM tool as a solution to the problems which are currently 

being faced by PLM engineers. Dynamic view is a runtime 

rendering for all the parent items. It will displays the 

information for each level parent item and their details like 

item id, item name, release status, owning user, etc.  

The item information is fetched from database 

using the SOA services.  In this article we have precisely 

shown the roadmap to develop the solution as well as how 

the communication between database and Teamcenter 

should be established from RAC customization to SOA 

services. Researchers encourage the use of SOA services 

because it is flexible, platform independent, effective and 

enables loose coupling.   

Though this article is a conceptual solution, it 

defines all the detail to develop the solution. The developed 

solution will help designers to save time in data searching 

and to make right decision on component selection. It will 

also be very much significant for change management on 

component replacement. The dynamic view serves the 

purpose of PLM, i.e., right information to the right person at 

the right time. 

VIII. FUTURE SCOPE 

The solution “Dynamic view” is currently proposed as the 

requirement established through Structure Manager for 

effective BOM management. Though it is not restricted for 

that only, it possesses a very good potential to integrate with 

Classification Module and Change Management.  

Future work may be divided into two major 

categories mainly developing a prototype view which will 

serve the requirement and implementing it in a business 

process for proving the results. 
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The solution roadmap designed here is typically 

based on the requirement of BOM management. 

Researchers may think other module where this solution will 

be significant to be applied. Hence, the secondly, future 

study may involve study for other modules where this 

solution can be implement and to integrate ‘Dynamic View’ 

with Classification and Change Management Application 

modules.   
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